In this paper, a continuous-time optimal control problem is approached in a sub-optimal way by introducing the concept of suboptimal value function, which is any function satisfying the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman inequality. It is shown that as long as the Euler Approximating System (EAS) of a given continuous-time plant admits a positive definite convex suboptimal value function, it is possibile to determine a stabilizing control for the continuous-time system whose cost not only converges to the optimal, but it is also upper bounded by the discrete-time cost no matter how the "discretization time parameter" is chosen.
Introduction
Optimizing transient behavior in control systems is one of the main goals of control engineering from both theoretical and practical standpoint. It is also well known that unless for very special cases the problem is very hard to solve. The two traditional approaches, namely those based on maximum principle and dynamic programming, are limited in application: the former being basically suitable for openloop solutions, the second because of the analytical and numerical difficulties it involves.
A very popular approach to optimize the control is the so called receding horizon control (often referred to as rollinghorizon or model-predictive control). Receding horizon control has a long history in both academic and industrial world (see the survey [8] or the more recent survey on model predictive control for constrained dyamic systems [13] ). Basically, it consists in optimizing on-line the control trajectory in the open-loop sense, given the current state, and then to apply only the first value of the optimizing input sequence. By its nature, receding horizon control is suitable for discrete-time systems because optimization of the control requires a certain amount of time. As the optimization is performed on-line, this amount of time must be smaller than the sampling time. For trajectory-optimization-based controllers with long decision horizon, the computation can be very time-demanding. That's why receding horizon control 1 Supported by MURST, Italy 2 DIMI, Università di Udine, 33100 Udine, Italy, e-mail: blanchini@uniud.it 3 DIEGM, Università di Udine, 33100 Udine, Italy, e-mail: miani.stefano@uniud.it 4 S.I.S.S.A., via Beirut 4, 34014 Trieste, Italy, e-mail: pellegri@sissa.it is normally applied to "slow" processes for which the sampling time may be taken "large". The basic reason of the computational difficulties encountered in on-line optimization is due to two factors. First, the smaller is the sampling time, the greater is the horizon length (in term of number of steps, and hence of decision variables) which must be taken into account. Second the smaller is the sampling time, the smaller is the time available for computation.
The basic idea of this work consists on introducing two distinct time intervals: 1) the implementation sampling time T : we assume this to be very small (virtually zero from the process point of view), in order to cope with fast unstable or poorly dumped system dynamics; 2) the model time parameter τ: this is used to derive the discrete-time Euler Approximating System (EAS), which is used to carry over the on-line control computation. The parameter τ doesn't need to be necessarily small; in any case, it must be large enough to allow the evaluation on-line of the control within the implementation sampling time.
If implementation and computation are performed on different "sampling" times, three obvious problems arise. The first is how to ensure stability. The second is how to ensure constraint satisfaction and the third is how to guarantee performances expressed by means of an integral cost functional. We deal with the three problems by investigating the concept of suboptimal value function which is a positive definite function of the state variable which satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) inequality. By means of a suboptimal value function for the EAS a suboptimal controller for the continuous-time system can be derived by solving on-line an auxiliary optimal control problem for the EAS. More precisely, the following results will be presented:
a) It will be shown that any convex suboptimal value function for the EAS is also a suboptimal value function for the continuous-time cost. As a consequence, the auxiliary cost is an upper bound for the continuous-time cost and stability of the resulting closed-loop system is guaranteed no matter how the time parameter is chosen. b) The suboptimal value converges from above to the true optimal as τ goes to zero. c) For linear systems with convex control and constraints it will be shown that if the constraint-satisfaction is assured for the EAS, also the continuous-time system does not violate constraints. 
We denote by N [Ψ, µ] the (possibly empty) sub-level set
Consider the systemẋ
where x ∈ IR n , u ∈ IR m , and where f (x, u) is locally Lipschitz. We assume that x = 0 is an equilibrium point corresponding to u = 0, namely f (0, 0) = 0. We denote by x 0 = x(0) the initial state. We also assume that the following constraints must be satisfied:
where X and U are convex and closed sets including the origin in their interior. Consider for this system a cost function of the form
where g(x, u) is locally Lipschitz and positive definite. The basic problem faced here is that of finding a stabilizing feedback control law
such that the corresponding cost is minimized, and the constraints (4) are satisfied. This problem is very hard to solve (even in the absence of constraints). Typically, to find the optimal strategy one has to solve the HJB equations [1] which present serious problems even if handled numerically. Therefore we try to solve the problem in a suboptimal way, and to this purpose we now introduce the concept of suboptimal value function.
be a locally Lipschitz positive definite function. Assume that there exists µ > 0 such that the sub-level set is inside the constraint set
and a control function K : IR n → U , assuring the existence of a global (i.e. defined for all t ≥ 0) solution for the closedloop system, such that
for all x ∈ P µ . Then we say that Ψ is a suboptimal value function (SVF) and K(x) is a suboptimal control for the constrained problem.
This condition implies that P µ is positively invariant for the closed-loop system. Therefore, for each initial condition inside P µ the constraints are not violated. Moreover, since g is positive definite, The closed-loop system is stable. Furthermore, by integrating (8) we get
namely the function Ψ evaluated at x 0 is an upper bound for the cost associated with the control K(x) and the initial condition x 0 .
To determine a suboptimal solution we consider the following Euler Approximating Systems (EAS)
where τ > 0 is the time parameter. We associate with this system the cost function
and, similarly to what has been done in the continuous-time case, we define a suboptimal value function for the EAS. 
for all x ∈ P µ . Then we say that Ψ D is a suboptimal value function (SVF) and K is a suboptimal control for the discrete-time constrained problem.
, as in Definition 2.2 assures that the system is stable with domain of attraction P µ . Moreover for every initial condition x(0) = x 0 ∈ P µ the constraints are not violated and
Now we will restrict our attention to convex SVF showing how a SVF for the discrete time EAS and the corresponding associated suboptimal control result in a SVF and suboptimal control for the continuous-time system. 
The previous results show that the performance of the EAS dominates that of the corresponding continuous-time system. We remind that, similar results hold in the context of persistent disturbance rejection (L ∞ -norm bounded) problem [5, 11] . Clearly, here we are considering a different matter, being our cost expressed as an integral.
In our definition of SVF we have explicitly required the existence of a control such that the closed loop system admits a solution and (7) and (12) 
u). Then the control κ(x) is continuous and it is a suboptimal control (associated with the SVF Ψ D ) for the continuous-time system.
In the cases in which K(x) may be not continuous, it can be shown that, since we are dealing with a convex Lyapunov 1 we mean g(x, αu 1 + (1 − α)u 2 ) < αg(x, u 1 ) + (1 − α)g(x, u 2 ), for 0 < α < 1 2 uniqueness follows by the strict convexity w.r.t. u of g(x, u) and then of ω(x, u) function, we can always provide a (possibly discontinuous) control, whose closed-loop solution is defined and which is "stabilizing" in the sense of [7] .
In the next proposition we state that, by reducing τ to zero, we get suboptimal costs which are arbitrarily close to the optimal as long as the cost-to go function for the continuous-time problem is convex. Its proof is reported in the appendix.
Proposition 2 Assume that the positive definite function Ψ(x), is a convex suboptimal value function for the continuous-time system, defined and bounded over a compact neighborhood of the origin P. Assume that there exists a neighborhood W of the origin which is a domain of attraction for the EAS for some τ * > 0 (with some control K(x))
. Then for any ε > 0 there existsτ such that for 0 < τ ≤τ and for all x ∈ P we have that the cost-to-go function for the EASΨ (τ) (x) is such that
In particular, ifΨ(x) is the cost-to-go function of the continuous-time system, we havê
Ψ(x) ≤Ψ (τ) (x) ≤Ψ(x) + ε, for all x ∈ P(14)
Linear systems with convex constraints and cost
In this section we assume that the system is linear timeinvariantẋ (t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (15) so that the corresponding EAS is
Next, we will work under the following assumption:
Assumption 1 The pair (A, B) is stabilizable and the sets X and U are convex, closed and include the origin in their interior. The function g is convex (beside being positive definite).
The following fundamental property is well-known (see for instance [2] ).
Proposition 3
LetΨ(x 0 ) andΨ (τ) (x 0 ) be the optimal value of the optimal control problem with constraints (4) and initial condition x 0 , for (15) and (16) Being Ψ (τ) (x) a convex SVF for the EAS, we can use it as a SVF for the continuous-time problem.
There are important cases, such as the constrained linearquadratic optimal control problem and the case in which the cost is piecewise-linear, in which Ψ (τ) (x) as well as a continuous control can be explicitly computed (see [2] ). Therefore, these results can be applied directly to continuoustime systems by computing a control for the EAS.
Unfortunately, in general, determining the cost-to-go function may be hard even for linear systems. Furthermore even in the cases in which the cost-to-go function can be computed (approximately) off-line, it might be of a very complex representation. As it is known, for discrete-time systems the problem can be solved approximately by working on a finite horizon and imposing a terminal constraint. Consider the following receding-horizon strategỹ
with the final contraint
namely, by including a penalization of the final state and the constraint (18) in which P is a controlled-invariant set (or contractive, see [17, 3] ). This penalization is fundamental to assure system stability [16] . The following proposition holds (see [13, 14] )
Proposition 4
Assume that for every x ∈ P the following property holds
where the minimization is carried over the values u ∈ U such that x+τ(Ax+Bu) ∈ P (in some sense this means that Φ is a suboptimal value function inside P). Then the origin is stable for the EAS (10) with the control law originated by the scheme (17)- (18) . The domain of attraction contains all the states x 0 for which the constraint x(N) ∈ P is feasible.
As mentioned above the basic idea it to apply this auxiliary problem to the continuous-time system according to the following procedure.
Procedure 3.1 Computation of K(x)
Step 1 Given the current state x, set x 0 := X and solve (17)- (18) .
The next theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1 Under the conditions of Proposition 4, let the control K(x) be computed by Procedure 3.1. If such a control assures the existence of a solution for the continuoustime system, then such a control is stabilizing and the corresponding cost for the continuous-time system is upper bounded as
Furthermore, the condition x(t) ∈ X and u(t) ∈ U , t ≥ 0 are assured for all x(0) such that problem (17)- (18) is feasible with x 0 = x(0).
The presented strategy includes, as special cases, wellknown receding-horizon strategies. The set P mentioned in Proposition 4 may be, as a special case, the whole state space. We can also assume P = {0} and, under this hard terminal constraint, the terminal cost is not necessary (i.e. we can assume Φ(x) = 0). There are other methods to enforce stability to a receding-horizon scheme. For instance one can use a free horizon (i.e. N free) problem with final constraint x(N) ∈ P, a controlled invariant set where a local control K P (x) can be applied. Then, one can use the receding-horizon scheme outside P and the local controller inside P. This trick was used in [18] and [15] . It can be shown that also this scheme provides a stabilizing suboptimal control. The continuous-time cost is bounded by J ≤ J RH (x 0 ) + J P , where J RH (x 0 ) is the minimum cost to reach P, given the initial condition x 0 and J P is the worst case cost for initial condition inside P. All these procedures are suitable to our purpose, namely to play the role of auxiliary problem for the continuous-time system.
Domain of attraction
So far the role of a SVF Ψ(x) for optimization purposes has been discussed and, in particular, it has been shown that a SVF for the EAS is, locally, a SVF for the continuous-time system. This means that the bounds on the cost are valid whenever the state is inside a set of the form N [Ψ, µ]. Now the problem of assessing the domain of attraction is considered. The basic result shows that the domain of attraction of the continuous time system is not smaller than that of the EAS. Through this section, for simplicity, the following additional (and from the practical standpoint non-restrictive) assumption will be assumed.
Assumption 2
The sets X and U , besides satisfying the conditions in Assumption 1, are compact. 
is assured, and the constraints x(t) ∈ X and u(t) ∈ U are satisfied for t ≥ 0. 
iii) S
In general, determining a domain of attraction for a (even linear) system under constraints is hard. For instance the Nsteps controllability set for a system with linear constraints has a representation which grows exponentially with the number of steps [9] . The above domain does not need to be explicitly determined. Indeed its determination in an implicit way is straightforward because checking whether x 0 ∈ S (τ) N is equivalent to check the feasibility of the corresponding optimization problem.
In particular this observation can be useful to determine whether a certain candidate polytope X 0 ⊂ X of possible initial states is inside S , but it can be computed by applying the procedure with all elements of vert{X 0 } as initial states. With the above notation in mind we can introduce the next corollary (see also [6] in the context of linearquadratic constrained optimal control. We remind the reader that the exponential approximation of a continuous-time system guarantees that, for piecewiseconstant input, the sampled continuous-time trajectory corresponds to the discrete time trajectory. However, the continuous-time trajectory has a cost which is not necessarily upper bounded by the cost of the discrete-time trajectory, and it could even be unfeasible whereas upper bound and feasibility are assured by the EAS although the discrete and continuous-time trajectories may be quite distant.
Concluding discussions
A suboptimal receding-horizon based controller for continuous-time systems based on the Euler approximation has been proposed. It has been shown that this scheme provides a controller which guarantees a cost for the continuous-time system that is always smaller than the discrete-time cost whenever the discrete-time problem admits a convex suboptimal value function. The discrete cost converges to the optimal continuous-time one as the time parameter of the Euler system tends to 0. The sampling time used for implementation is not necessarily equal to the time parameter, but, conversely, it should be much smaller. Future work in this direction include the problems of dealing with parametric/additive uncertainties and the determination of convex SVFs for nonlinear systems, at least for special classes.
